Memoriam Doctor Will Menninger Karl Preface
in memoriam: robert s. wallerstein, md - dr. wallerstein trained at the menninger foundation in topeka,
kansas, rising to become the foundation?s director of research and conducting a pioneering study called the
psychotherapy research project. in memoriam: joseph l. white - jpanafrican - in memoriam: joseph l.
white joseph l. white -(december 19, 1932november 21, 2017), affectionately referred to as the “godfather” of
black psychology by his students, mentees, and younger colleagues, was a professor of psychology and
psychiatry at theuniversity of california at irvine where he spent most of his career as a teacher in the field of
psychology and mental health as a mentor ... in memoriam—jack j. leedy (1921–2004) - menninger robert
schauffler, the poetry cure: a pocket medicine chest of verse (dodd, mead and company, 1925) smiley blanton,
the healing power of poetry (crowell, l960) and, of course, jack’s mentor, eli griefer. in memoriam juan josé
lópez-ibor by carlos r. hojaij juan ... - institution - the fundación juan josé lópez-ibor - which was to become
a world-wide recognized center for students, researchers and clinicians in psychiatry. over the years,
psychiatric congresses provided us opportunities for several encounters. ralph s. crawshaw papers,
1515-2014 - crawshaw then worked at the menninger clinic in topeka, ks until he moved to oregon in 1960.
setting up his own clinic in 1961, he focused on addiction and mental health issues, especially among health
professionals. he was also a tireless campaigner for the medically underserved and founded or served on
various foundations. he was awarded the oregon medical association doctor-citizen of the ... 1974. v27.02.
spring - hope college digital commons - menninger’s clinic, topeka, kansas, in psychiatry. ken received his
m.a. at the university of michigan in business administration and after tltrce years in the navy and training in
banking, moved this past december 17th to san jose, california where he is a commer- (conthmed on page 2!)
hope college alumni magazine spring 1974 vol. 27, no. 2 intius issue 2 hope a family school -- third ... in
memoriam: lester luborsky - espacios comerciales - se formó como psicoanalista durante once años en
la fundación menninger. ha pasado la mayor parte de su carrera profesional en el departamento de psiquiatría
de la universidad de pennsylvania, donde ejerció como docente desde 1968. june/july 2008 texas
psychiatri st - txpsych - in memoriam... miriam kaye, md (austin) contact me about a planned gift as
follows: mental illness awareness week 2008 txpsychiatrist junjul08:junjul08 6/12/08 2:50 pm page 2. as the
third president of texas academy of psychiatry, i am happy to report we have begun to hit our stride. drs.
sandy kiser and lauren parsons, our inaugural presidents, gave passion and energy to founding an ... summer,
1982 - university of minnesota - mmf president bechik congratulates, left, dr. hamilton, and, right, dr.
dehne/. school graduates remain in the state. will the practice of medicine in minne
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